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Abstract 
In this paper we consid~r the des~gn of robust con- 
trollers with closed-loop poles constrained to lie in 
specified regions in the left half complex plane The 
paper focuses In part~cular on hyperbolic and hori- 
zontal strip regions The hyperbolic region places a 
lower bound on the damping ratio whereas the hori- 
zontal strip region places an upper bound on the nat- 
ural frequency of the closed-loop system. Each con- 
stramt reglon is characterized by a paw of matrix root- 
clustering equations These equations, wh~ch govern 
the response of the closed-loop system, are utilized in 
conjunction wlth a steady st at,e quadratic performance 
criterion By applying fixed-structure synthesis tech- 
nlques, we obtain feedback controllers that achieve the 
desired performance properties along with suboptimal 
closed-loop performance. 
Nomenclature 
real numbers, m x 1 real matrices 
complex numbers, m x 1 complex matrires 
expectation, t race operator 
T x T identity matrix 
Kronecker product, Kronecker sum, n x n 
permutation matrix; as defined in Ref. 12 
spectrum of A , complex conjugate of A E C 
n, m, 1 and n,- dimensional vectors 
d-dimensional s tandard white noise 
n x n ,  n x m and 1 x n dimensional matrices 
n x d, 1 x d and m x 1 dimensional matrices 
n, x n,, n, x 1 and m x n, matrices 
n x n,  n x m and m x m weighting matrices 
hyperbolic region parameters 
A + BI<C, DID: > 0 
R1 + RI2I<C + ( R ~ ~ I ~ c ) ~  + CTI iTR2I iC  
A +  BC, ,A+ B,C 
D'D; > 0,  D~D;. D ~ D :  
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I. Introduction 
In Ref. 1, fixed-structure synthesis techniques were used 
t o  design feedback controllers t h a t  place the closed-loop poles 
within specified regions in t h e  open left half plane. Specif- 
ically, circular, elliptic, parabolic, vertical strip and sector 
regions were considered with both stat ic  and clynarr~ic out-  
put  feedback controllers. The  purpose of thc present papel. is 
t o  extend t h e  result,s of Ref. 1 by considering two 1,egions t h a t  
were not  considered in Ref. 1, narnely, hyperbolir ant1 hori- 
zontal s tr ip regions. In practice, the  hyperbolic region, which 
was considered in Refs. 2-9, imposes a lower bound on the  
damping rat io of the  closed-loop poles, while the  horizontal 
strip region, briefly discussed in Ref. 10 ,  imposes an upper 
bound on t h e  natural  frequencies of the  closed-loop poles. 
T h e  complicating aspect of both of these regions is tha t  each 
region is reflected into the  right half plane. Hence. it is nec- 
essary t o  exclude from considering the right half portion of 
t h e  constraint region. 
Our  development proceeds, in Section 11, with a n  anal- 
ysis of t h e  hyperbolic constraint region. We then t u n ,  in 
Section 111, t o  t h e  problem of controller synthesis with static 
ou tput  feedback controller, including the specializat,ion to  full 
s ta te  feedback. Analogous results for full-order dynanlir corn- 
pensation with regulator/estimator separation a re  given in 
Section IV. In Section V, we show results for fixed-ordrr dy- 
namic compensation with a n  optimal projection condition. 
We then,  in Section VI, tu rn  our attention briefly to  the hor- 
izontal s tr ip region. Results from a given numerical example 
is shown in Section VII. Finally, some conclusions and tlirec- 
tions for further  research are given in Section VIII. 
11. Characterization of the Hyperbolic 
Constraint Region 
In this section we characterize the  hyperbolic region, shown 
in Figure 1, H L ( a ,  b). T h e  two-sided hyperbolic region ' H ( a ,  b) 
is defined by 
a (Re A)' (Im A)" 
R ( a , b ) = { A ~ c :  b2 > 1). 
a 2  
where a  and  b a re  positive real numbers. In o r d e ~  t o  s1)ecify 
t h e  left half region which is of interest for stability. we focus 
on  t h e  subset 
which corresponds t o  t h e  left branch of the  hyperbola. It is 
often convenient t o  write X = -(wn + jwd, where 0 5 C 5 1 
and  wd = w,-. It is also known t h a t  the  settling t ime 
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is related t o  Re(A). In practice, design criteria may involve 
the  damping rat,io C and the reriprocal of the  settling time 
q = C d n .  Thp constraint C > C,;, and 11 > 11 ,, can be 
enforced by the  hyperbola parameters u ,  b by choosing 
a = b i n .  
b = % J I _ ( 1  n u n .  
Cur, 
T h e  following result providcs an alternative characterization 
of H(a. b ) .  
Lemma 2.1. T h e  set H(a, 6 )  is equivalent t o  
Lemma 2.2. Let A be stable and a(A) = {A1,. . . , A,,). 
A 
Define G = [gik] by 
Then  G is a non-negative definite matrix 
Proof. Since A is stable, it follows tha t  the  eigeuval- 
ues of A lie in the  open left half plane. Thus  define the  stallle 
A 
diagonal matrix r = diag(AI. .  . . , A n ) .  Then the Lyapnnov 
equation 
O = T G ' + G T e + E .  
has the non-negative definite solution 
Proof. T h e  result follows from algebraic manipulation. 
U 
Proposition 2.1. Let A t 'RTMn, let Vh E RTLXn be 
positive definite and let 6 and y be real numbers such that, 
6 < 0 and 26 < y < -26. Then ,  if there exists a n  r L  x n 
positive definite matrix Qt, satisfying 
o = Q~ + ~ ( A ~ Q , ,  + Q ~ A ~ " )  + ~ A Q ~ ~ A ~  + I/I~. (2) 
then a(A) c H(a, b ) ,  where 
Proof. Let X be an r lgenvah~e of AT such tha t  ATs = 
A s  Then.  forrnlng the  eqnatlon ~ ' ( 2 ) s  ylelds 
0 = Z * Q ~ ~ + ~ ( J * A ~ Q ~ S + ~ * Q ~ ~ I ~ ~ S ) + ~  T * A Q , A S +  I * ~ ; , s ,  
( 4 )  
*hlch further ~mplies tha t  
Sinre Vh > 0 and  Qt, > 0, it follows tha t  both sides of (5) are 
negative. Hence. u(A) c H(u, b) .  0 
Note t h a t  H(u, 6 )  includes regions lying in the  open lrft 
half plane C- and  in t h e  open right half plane C+.  P r o p o s i t i o ~ ~  
2.1 applies t o  all of ' H ( a ,  b), not just HL(a. b). C:onsideri~lg 
stahility, we now rornhine the  standard Lyapunov equation 
with (2). Thus ,  the  characteristic roots will be constrained 
t o  lie inside the  hyperbolic constraint region. 
Theorem 2.1. Let A .  V. Vh. Q. Qh E RTLX" and let 
V and Vh be positive definite matrices. Then ,  if there exist 
positive definite matrices Q ,  Qh, and real numbers 6 and y 
such tha t  6 < 0 and 26 < y < -215 satisfying 
then n(A) c HL(a, b) .  where a ,  b are given by (3) .  
Proof. It follows from (6) and Proposition 2.1 tha t  
a(A) C H(a, b) .  In addition, (7) implies a(A) C C-. Hence, 
a(A) c H n C- = Hr(a ,  b) .  
Remark 2.1. Equation (6) and (7) characterize t,he 
hyperbolic constraint region, where V and Vh are positive 
definite but  otherwise arbitrary. 
where E has all 1's in i ts  entries and '*'denotes the  Hermitian 
operator .  0 
Let A, A E 'RZnX2" be defined as follows: 
Proposition 2.2 Let 6 and y be real numbers such 
t h a t  6 < 0,  and 26 < y < -26 and let a, b be given by ( 3 ) .  
Then t h e  following statements hold. 
(i) Suppose a 2 6. Then  A and A are asyniptotically 
stable if and only if a(A) C HL(n. b) .  
(ii) Suppose a < b. Then d and A are asymptotically 
stable if and only if a(A) C HL(a, b). 
Proof. We will s ta r t  with the  proof of s tatement ( 2 ) .  
Let a(A) = {A1, A2,. . . , A,) and note t h a t  each eigenvalue of 
A can be expressed as 
This result is directly obtained from Theorem 7 in Ref. 2. 
a A 
Then letting A, = x, + jy,, A k  = x k  + jyk, t h e  real part of each 
eigenvalue of A is given by 
1 1 
= 1 - { s [ ( x l - ~ k ) 2 - ( y , - y k ) 2 ] + 7 [ ( ~ I + ~ k ) 2 - ( 2 / 1 + ~ b j 2 ] }  4a 
To prove sufficiensy of ( z ) ,  we note t h a t  smce a(A) C HL((I, 6) 
it  follows t h a t  A 1s stable and t h a t  
where x, < -a and r k  < -a .  This f i u t h e ~  irnplies that  
Now, since a 2 b, t h e  following inequalities hold 
Then,  we have 
Hence A and A are  both stahle. To prove necessary of ( z ) ,  
since A and A are stable, it follows t h a t  
- 1 1 
- 1 - { - [ ( ~ t - ~ k ) ~ - ( ~ t - ~ k ) ~ ] + ~ [ ~ ~ t + ~ k ) ~ - ( l J t + ~ k ) ~ ] }  4b2  
< 0. 
If A, = X k  then let s, = sk and y, = -yk ant1 thus 
This imnlies that  
where x, < 0 and ~k < 0 sincrx A is stable. If A has a real 
root ,  then we let A ,  = Xk so tha t  s, = sk and y, = y ~ .  = 0. 
It follows t h a t  s: > a2 whirh further implies tha t  .r, < - m  
since A is st,able. Thus: we have n ( A )  C K,-((I, b) .  
In statement ( z z ) ,  we note that  eigenvalues of A ran be 
exp~essed  as - 1  + m,k, where 
This result can he seen by t,ransforming '4 into .lortlali for~rl .  
a 
Let M = [ T I L , ~ ]  t RrLX7' .  By using thc  Hatlamard p ~ o d u c t .  it 
is readily seen tha t  
?;ow, using Lemma 2.2 and the  fact that  the  Hadamartl prod- 
uct of non-negative definite matrices is a non-negative definitr 
matrix (see Theorem 7.5.3 in Ref. 13) .  we conclude tha t  '2.I 
is non-negative definite. From the  properties of non-negative 
definite matrices, it is well known t h a t  
Now, t o  prove the  sufficiency of (22). note tha t  since u ( A )  C 
'Hr(n, b ) ,  it follows t h a t  
Hence, I m,k l25 m,,mkk < 1 since rn , ,  < 1 and r n n n  < 1 
This implies t h a t  
Thns ,  A and A are stable. To prove necessary of ( i t ) ,  we ran 
simply reverse the  arguments. This completes the  proof of 
s tatement (ii). 0 
Lemma 2.3 Let u ( A )  C 'Hr(a, b) ant1 I T ,  I.i, t 72"'" 
be positive definite matrices. Let 6 and y he given Ily ( I ) .  
Then  there exist unique n x 11 positive definite niatrires Q .  
Qh satisfying 
Proof. 'The existence of a positive definit,e solution 
t o  (9) is a well known result and henre the  proof is onlittetl. 
We now turn  to  the  proof of (8). Here, we will first give a 
proof for the  case in which n > b. From Proposition 2.2, it 
follows t h a t  A is stable. By using the  'vec' operator defined 
in Ref. 12, we obtain 
Qh = -vet-' A-' vec 
which is t h e  unique solution t o  (8). Furthermore, since A is 
stable, the  following integral exists 
where the  last inequality follows from t,he fact. t h a t  in this 
case, t h a t  is, b 5 ( I ,  it follows t h a t  -, 2 0. Thus  (8 )  has a 
unique positive definite solution. 
For the  case in which (I < 6, it follows tha t  y < 0 ant1 the  
above proof must  be  modified. Xow we note tha t  (8) can be 
written as 
6 ( A  $ A)' A = - A .  
Since A is stable. A  $3 A is also stable and  thus (8) r a n  Iw 
written as 
1 1 
-- 6 ( A  $ A ) - ~  A vec Qh = - ( A  $ A)-' vec I/jL, 
6 
1 
d vec Qh = - (A  6 @ A)-' vet Vh 
A 
where A, = x, + jy,. Thus,  It can now be seen t h a t  there exists an unique Qt, whit11 
satisfies (8) given by since Vh is positive definite. This completes the proof. 0 
1 - 1 - 1  Qh = - vec A- ( A  @ A)-' vec V,, 
6 
Since d is stable, the integral 
exists. Now, defining Yl by 
a 
Yl = vec-'[(A $ A)-' vec Vh].  
it then follows that  Yl satisfies 
A'Y~ + ~ A Y ~ A ~  + y1AZT = Vh. 
This matrix equation is in fact a combined form of the fol- 
lowing two Lyapunov equations 
0  = AYl + y 1 A T +  Yo, 
o =  A Y ~ + Y ~ A ~  + Y .  
Hence YI > 0  since FA > 0,  Yo > 0  and A is stable. Thns, we 
now have 
Q h  = -: LN e { - ~ - ~ ( * ~ ~ ) - 2 1 ~ + ( ~ - ~ * ) * @ " I ) t v e c  f i  dt 
m 
vec Yl dt 
( a t ) k  
e-t [x ----I vec Yldt ,  
k=O k !  
where @ is defined by 
Now, when k = l ,  we define Z1 such that  
a 
vec Z1 = @vec Yl , 
which further implies that  Z1 satisfies 
Note that  since 2 > 0 and y - 26 = $ > 0, the right 11a11tl 
side of the matrix equation is non-negative definite. The 
equation can be written as the pair of equations 
Thus, Z1 is positive definite since Yl and Zo are positive 
definite and A is stable. When k = 2, we simply definite Zz 
such that  
vec Zz @ vec Z1 = @' vec Yl .  
Using the same arguments, it then follows that  Z2 is positive 
definite since Z1 is positive definite. Thus we conclude that  
for each integer k .  Thus, 
(Wk vec-' -)[(A@A)-' vec Vh]dt > 0, 
k=O k !  
111. Controller Synthesis With Static 
Output Feedback 
We consider the linear time-invariant system 
where z ( t ) ,  ~ ( t ) ,  ~ ( t )  and y(t)  are n,  m, d and I-dimnlsional 
vectors and A, B, C ,  Dl are corresponding constant matiices. 
In this section, we consider static output feedback of the foim 
Then the  goal is t o  select K such tha t  the closed-loop system 
has the following properties: 
( a )  the closed-loop poles are constrained to  lie in the 
hyperbolic constraint region 'HL(u, 6);  
( i i )  the performance index 
1 




Now, for the closed-loop system (10)-(12), we have 
Then, t o  determione a feedback gain I i  satisfying ( 2 )  and ( i i ) ,  
we begin by defining an open set of feedback gains 
A 
K 3  = { K  : u(A, )  C ' H L ( u ,  b ) )  
which places the closed-loop poles in 'HL(a, b). We assume 
that  Ks is not empty. Equation (13) can be written as 
J ( I i )  = lirn & ( zTR,x) .  
1-oo 
Furthermore, by defining the non-negative definite state co- 
variance 
a 
Q = lim & ( x x T ) ,  
t-t 
(16) 
the system (10)-(12) combined with criteria ( i i )  will be: 11ii11- 
imize 
J(IC) = t r  QR,, (17)  
subject to  
o = A,Q t QAT t %. (18) 
However, in order to  impose criteria ( z z ) ,  we may overbound 
the desired performance index as shown in the following lemma 
so tha t  a minimization procedure can be carried out later. 
Lemma 3.1 Let I i  6 K,  and let V,, Vh E RnXn be 
positive definite matrices. Then there exist r~ x rl positive 
definite matrices Q ,  Qh satisfying 
Furthermore, 
J ( I i )  < J ( K ) ,  
Now, we may formulate the Auxiliary Minimization Prob- 
lem: determine I i  E K, that minimizes J ( K )  where the pos- 
itive definite matrices Qh and Q satisfy (19) and (20). 
Theorem 3.1 Let Ii E K, minimize J - ( I i ) .  Then 
there exist positive definite matrices Qh,Q, Ph, Ps E RrLXn 
satisfying 
o = A Q + Q A ~ + v , ,  (23) 
where, under the assumption that  II defined below is nonsin- 
gular, 
A % - B (vec-' n-'vec Q)C,  
such that  the feedback gain K is given by 
K = -vet-' H-' vec Q. (27) 
Proof. We first formulate the Lagrangian 
+7 A , Q ~ A T  + Vh] 
+ P(A,Q + QAT + v,)), (28) 
Then, setting the partials of C with respect to  Q and Qh to  
zero imply that  
Similarly, by setting the partial of L: with respect to  I i  to  
zero, yields (27). Using (27) to  replace I i  in (19)-(20) and 
(29)-(30), we then obtain (23)-(26). EI 
IV. Suboptimal Full-Order 
Compensation With 
Regulator/Estimator Separation 
In this section, we consider the linear time-invariant sys- 
tem 
x( t )  = Ax(t)  + Bu(t)  + Dlw(t) ,  (31) 
~ ( t )  = C 4 t )  + Dzw(t), (32) 
where x( t ) ,  u ( t ) ,  ~ ( t )  and y(t) are n, m, d and I-dimensional 
vectors and A, B ,  C ,  Dl and D2 are corresponding constant 
matrices. Now, the goal is to  choose A,, B,, C, such that  the 
dynamic compensator 
-i.c(t) = Acxc + Bcy(t), (33) 
u( t )  = Ccxc, (34) 
satisfies properties ( a )  and (ii) in Section 111. 
The closed-loop system (31)-(34) and performance crite- 
rion (13) can be restated as: minimize 
subject to  
o = A ~ Q  + QA; + vd.  (36) 
As in Section 111, the set of dynamic compensators that places 
the closed-loop poles in XL(a,  b) is defined by 
The following result is analogous t o  Lemma 3.1 
Lemma 4.1 Let the triple (A,. B,, C,) E Kd hntl let 
Vd, Vh E Rnxn be positive definite matrices. Then thelr  exist 
positive definite matrices Q, Qh E RnXTL satisfying 
0  = Q h  + 6 ( 4 Q h  + + 7  A ~ Q ~ A :  + vh, (37) 
o = A ~ Q  + QA: + vd .  (38) 
Furthermore, 
where 
J(AC, Bc, Cc) 4 t r  (QRd + Q h ) .  (40) 
Here we enforce regulator/estimator separation for dete~.min- 
ing (A,, B,, C,). Thus, the dynamic compensator is assumed 
to  be of the form 
A such tha t  A, = A + BC, - B,C. To exploit this, it is useful to  
a design the estimator by defining the tracking error e = r - x, 
such that  
(43) 
Then the goal is to  separately place the eigenvalues of the 
error dynamics and regulator in the hyperbolic constraint 
region HL(a, b). From (43), it is noticed that  there are in 
fact two separate problems for determining B, and C,. The 
subproblem for the estimator can be formulated such that  
the weighted estimator cost is given by 
Je(B, )  = t-m li  & ( e T w e ) ,  
where W is a given n x n positive definite matrix. However, 
(44) can be rewritten as 
Note tha t  Q, satisfies the Lyapunov equation 
For the regulator, we consider 
which implies that  
T h e  corresponding cost is 
.J,(C,) = lirri & (.rTI?ls + 2 . ~ ~ ~ 1 2 1 1  + U ~ R ~ I I )  
t - a  
where Q ,  satisfies 
Now, let K, be defined as follows t o  characterize a tlnal w t  
of gains for closed-loop pole assignment. 
Remark 4.1 Note t,hat the  results derived for full 
s ta te  feedback in Section I11 can be utilized here to  drterir~ine 
t h e  regulator gain C,. Nevertheless, the  same procedure, given 
in Section I11 can also be followed t o  determine the  estimator 
gain B, since it is essentially dual t o  the  problem for~riirlatc~t 
in Section 111. 
Remark 4.2 To place the  eigenvalues of error dyr~arn- 
ics and regnlator in ' R L ( a ,  b ) ,  it is also recluired that. .-it and 
A, be stable which directly follow the  results of Proposition 
2.2. 
Lemma 4.2 Let B, E K,, C:, E K, and let V,, V!,,, Vl, 
Vhr E Rnxn be positive definite matrices. Then.  there exist 
positive definite matrices Qh,. Q, E 72'LX7hatisfyirlg 
o = A,Q, + Q,A: + v,. ( 5 3 )  
such t h a t  ( 4 5 )  satisfies the  bound 
Furthermore, there exist pos i t~ve  definite m a t ~ i c e s  QI,, , (2, E 
RnXn satisfying 
such t h a t  (4.5) satisfies the  hound 
Proof. Since A, and A, a rc  stable, it is well known 
t h a t  Q ,  > O,Q, > 0 given t h a t  V1 > 0 , V ,  > 0 .  To prove 
(52) and ( 5 5 ) ,  we sirnply follow the  fact tha t  Proposit ioi~ 2.2 
can also be implemented here. Thus,  similar t o  t.he proof 
of Lemma 2.3, (52) and ( 5 5 )  follows with no difficulties. 111- 
equalities ( 5 4 )  and (57) hold since Q!,, > 0 anti Q!,, > 0. 
n 
Theorem 4.1 Let B, E K,, C,  E K,  where :7?(B,) 
and JT(C,) are  minimized and let V,, Vh,, Vl. Vh, E 72"'" be 
positive definite matrices. Then ,  there exist positive defiuite 
matrices Phe,  Pe, Q e r  Q h e  E R n X n  satisfying 
o = Qhr t 6 ( A : Q ~ ?  + Q ~ ~ A : ~ )  + 7 ApQheAT + L'/bt. ( 5 9 )  
o = ATP,+ P ~ A , +  w 
0 = I + Phe + 6 ( a f T p h ,  + PhjLrA:) + ATph,A, ,  (61) 
and positive definite matrices PhT, Pr,  Q T ,  Qhr E Rnx7' satis- 
fying 
where, under the  assu~npt ion  tha t  II, ,tnd 11, defined I)cdow 
are non-singula~ mat r~ces .  
such t h a t  the  compensator is given by 
Proof. Note t h a t  we separately design B, a ~ ~ t l  C, 
where B, and C, are sirnply regarded as gains. '11111s the  
proof is similar t o  t h e  proof given in Theoren1 3.1 and hence 
is omit ted.  
Remark 4.3 T h e  closed-loop cost satisfies 
where 
V. Suboptimal Fixed-Order 
Compensator With an Optimal 
Projection Condition 
In this section we do consider separatioii. Wc will min- 
imize t h e  performance bound defined in ( 4 0 )  with tht, con- 
straint equations ( 3 7 ) ,  (38) and follow an approach as of Sec- 
tion 111. T h e  problem addressed in t,his section is Inore gen- 
eral t h a n  t h a t  of Section IV in t h a t  we now consider both full 
and reduced order compensators. We will first consider the 
reduced order case in which the  co~nperisator is co~~s t~ruc te t l  
with dimension less than  t h a t  of the  s ta te  vector. T h e  full 
order case then follows as a special case. 
In optimizing with respect to A,. it turns out that the 
equation which determines A,.. which is a function of h', autl 
C,, also includes AT.  Thus it is difficult to  express 12, as 
a function B, arrti C, unless we irnpose some conditiol~s t,o 
simplify the problem. Here, we irr~pose an optirr~al projection 
condition such that  the terms involving AT vanislr in the 
equation. The projectiolr condition is completely analogous 
t o  that  given in Ref. 11. Thus, the following results will be 
suboptimal. 
Lemma 5.1 Let Q and be 71 x n non-negativr clef- - - 
inite matrices and suppose that rank Q P  = 72,. Then there 
exist unique n, x n matrices G, r and an n, x IL, matrix :M. 
except for a change of basis in R7Lc. such tha t  
r G T  = I,,. (70)  
Proof. See Ref. 1 1 .  0 
By the appl ica t io~~ of Lernrna 5.1, we may impose the op- 
timal projection by defining the following quantities so that 
the derivation for obtaining (A,, B,, C,) will be greatly s in -  
plified. Thus, we define ( n  + 11,) x ( n  + n,) matrices Pi, and 
Qh which are partitioned int,o n x r z ,  n x n,, n, x n, stll)l~lorks 
as 
where it is assumed that  Ph2 > 0, QhL > 0. \Ve also define 
A r = -r;lp,T, G ' ~  '2 Q ~ ~ L * ) ; ~ ,  
and non-negative definite matrices 
Theorem 5.1 Let (A , .  B,, C',) E Kd minirnizc :7(A,. 
B,, C,) and let V d ,  Vh E RnX7' be positive definite rnatri- 
ces. Then there exist positive definite matrices Ph, Qh ,  P, Q E 
~ n x n  satisfying 
o = Q~ + 6 ( A ; Q ~  + Q ~ A ; ~ ) +  3 A ~ Q ~ A ;  + v h ,  (72)  
o = A ; P + P A ~ + R ~ .  ( 7 3 )  
o = I + P ~ + ~ ( A ; ~ P ~ + P ~ A & ) + Y A ~ ~ P ~ A ~ ,  (74)  
such that A,, B, and C, are given by 
Ac = r h ~ ~ ; f  + rhBCc - B,CG;~ 
[ zl ] = v e C  ( [  "1 "12 ] -' [ veC '1 1). (76) 
0 2 1  0 2 2  vec R z  
Proof. The proof is straightforward I ~ u t  co~nplicat,etl 
in algebra and hence is omitted. o 
Remark 5.1 To obta i~l  a full order compensator with 
the imposition of optimal projection conditiorr, we si11r111y let 
r = rt, = ~ ; f  = GT = I. By comparing A, = rl+B(' ,  - R,(' 
for the case of separation and 
for the case that  enforces optimal projection, we observt~ that, 
the results from both cases are not directly related. 
VI. Characterization of the Horizontal 
Strip Region 
In this section we will briefly discuss regional pole place- 
ment within the horizontal strip region. To guarantee \t d ~ i l -  
ity, we are only interested in the region which is in the  open 
left half plane. The left portion of the horizontal strip region, 
as shown in Figure 2 ,  can be characterized as 
A 
H,(w) = {A E C : Re X < 0, (Im x ) ~  < u 2 } ,  
where w is the upper frequency bound 
Lemma 6.1 The set ?-l,(w) is equivalent to  
where 
Proof. The result can be shown using simple algebra. 
0 
By comparing X ( a ,  b )  defined in Lemma 2.1 and 'K,(w) 
defined in Lemma 6.1, we imrnediately notice that  t h ~  con- 
straint inequalities are similar. The differences only arise at 
the coefficients of the inequalities. Thus, the major result,s 
derived so far for the hyperbolic constraint ~.egion can be car- 
ried over t o  be the results for the horizontal strip region with 
slight modifications at  the coefficients. 
under the assumption tha t  [ "12 ] is non-singular, where 
0 2 2  
VII. Numerical Example 
Consider the dynamical system shown in Figure 3 wl~ich 
includes mass, spring and damper. The system can be ron- 
verted into a state equation that  involves two states, one 
input and two outputs. Namely, letting sl be the pohitiol~ 
vector and ~2 be the velocity vector, it then follows that  
The goal is t o  design a feedback controller such that  the 
closed-loop system maintains settling time less than 20 ser- 
onds and damping ratio 0.4. This performance criteria cor- - - 
responds to  qmLn = 0.2 and Cm,, = 0.4. Thus the desired 
hyperbolic region is constrained by 
where x ,  y are Re X and Im A, respectively. It is assumed 
that  
0.1 0 
RI = [ 0,6 ] . RIZ = 0. R2 = 80, 
in order to  meet the performance requirement. We shall im- 
Re(s) 
plement Theorem 4.1 to  design a feedback controller for the 
system. Following the numerical procedures discussed in Ref. 
1, we then obtain gains B, and C,. It is shown in Figure 4 
tha t  the open loop system has poles close to  imaginary axis 
and lightly damped whereas the poles from full-state feedback 
regulator design are a t  -0.156 + j0.87 and the closed-loop 
poles, under the hyperbolic region constraint, are located at  
-0.402 * j0.763 (regulator), -0.462 f j0.692 (estimator). In 
Figure 5, we show the impulse responses from the full-state 
feedback regulator design. In Figure 6,  it shows the impulse 
responses yl and yz where the separation technique is irnple- 
mented. It is observed that  the design that  minimizes a per- 
formance measure 2 with the closed-loop poles constlained 
to  lie in the left hyperbolic region is better. 
VIII. Conclusion 
In this paper we have shown that  it is possible t o  establish 
an upper bound for the cost which can be minimized with a 
pair of matrix root-clustering equations. These equations are 
then utilized to  characterize the poles of the closed-loop sys- 
tem such tha t  they are all constrained to lie in a hyperbolic 
or horizontal strip region contained in the left half plane. The 
left hyperbolic region was chosen because of its ability to set 
desired bounds on the damping ratio and settling time. It is 
also shown that  due to  the similarity between root-clustering 
equations of hyperbolic and horizontal strip regions, the re- 
sults obtained for the hyperbolic region can be applied to 
horizontal strip region with minor coefficient changes. Fu- 
ture research will focus on numerical techniques for solving 
the matrix algebraic equations. 
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